
What are the differences and benefits?

DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR ACCCESING
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

In addition to ongoing personal communication, Cullen Cioffi Capital Management provides clients a variety of
digital resources for their wealth management needs. Clients can access these tools through our  website. The
information below explains some of the benefits of each portal. Your Portfolio Manager can help you determine
which tool best meets your needs. 

CULLENCIOFFI.COM

RightCapital - RightCapital is a state-of-the-art financial planning tool that allows us to collaborate with you as
we work together to reach your goals. Its interactive, dynamic functionality allows for real-time planning and
decision-making. Aggregating all of your asset and liability accounts on one secure site provides visibility into
your entire financial picture on an ongoing basis. RightCapitals’s industry leading client portal allows for the
sharing of documents, along with a digital vault to make all of your important documents and financial
information accessible on one secure site. 

Charles Schwab - Charles Schwab is the primary custodian of assets managed by Cullen Cioffi Capital
Management. Cullen Cioffi clients with accounts held at Schwab can utilize this resource to view statements, see
transactions, check balances, obtain tax documents, do research and more. 

Institutional Intelligent Portfolio® (IIP) - Clients can complete onboarding and account creation entirely online
and in just a few minutes. With our IIP program, Cullen Cioffi will build, monitor, and automatically rebalance a
diversified portfolio based on your goals and risk tolerance. With proprietary tax-loss harvesting techniques, we
make sure you build wealth and lower your tax liability.

Schwab Charitable™ - Establishing a donor-advised charitable fund account is a simple, tax-smart investment
solution for charitable giving. You just set up an account with Schwab Charitable and contribute cash, securities,
or appreciated assets. You’ll be eligible for a current-year tax deduction and can be more strategic about your
giving decisions. Cullen Cioffi will manage your Charitable Fund and then you can recommend grants or
donations to qualified U.S. public charities at any time.


